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♦ All pies are 9 inches in diameter, frozen and boxed, ready to bake with easy baking instructions.     
(Pumpkin pies are the exception as they come already baked.) 

♦ All pies are made with real fresh fruit (not just a filling).   The fruit is never cooked until your buyers 
bake their pies.   They are free of trans fats, hydrogenated oils and corn syrup.    Only real sugars and 
spices are used.    They are mixed in small batches and have nice flaky crusts “just like Grandma used 
to make.”     

♦ Pies cost your organization $9.00 each with a suggested selling price of $12 - $15 each leaving you 

with a $3.00 - $6.00 profit per pie!    Selling them at a cost of 2 or more for $13 each often increases 

your volume of sales and total profit.   Total orders of less than 50 pies will be billed at $10.00 each. 
 

♦ Printable Order forms for your sellers are available on our website under “Farm Market/Fundraisers.” 
 

♦ Flavors available are: 

  * Apple Lattice Top   * Apple with a Caramel Walnut Topping 

  * Dutch Apple Crumb  * Strawberry Rhubarb Lattice Top 

  * Blackberry Lattice Top  * Cherry Crumb Top  

         * Pumpkin (fall seasonal)                      
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Happy Selling!Happy Selling!Happy Selling!Happy Selling!    
Weaver’s Orchard Farm Market 
40 Fruit Lane, Morgantown, PA 19543  
610.856.7300      


